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Shira Haas talks collaging, quarantine routine, and learning 
Russian for her latest film
By Irene Katz Connelly

Culture

Shira Haas and Ruthy Pribar wanted to make sure I wasn’t 
filming our interview.

That’s because they were curled up on a couch in Pribar’s Tel 
Aviv apartment, sharing the same blanket. They may be two of 
the Israeli film industry’s most exciting up-and-comers, and 
they certainly spent much of the last year racking up awards at 
virtual film festivals while the rest of us baked sourdough, but 
they looked like old friends recovering from a long sleepover.

The chatty, informal vibe belied the big career moment that 
Haas, 26, and Pribar, 39, are very rightly enjoying. We spoke via 
Zoom as they prepared for the American debut of “Asia,” a film 
directed by Pribar and starring Haas, at the Tribeca Film 
Festival. Known for her roles in the Netflix blockbusters 
“Shtisel” and “Unorthodox,” Haas is now cementing her status 
as a household name. Meanwhile, Pribar is enjoying a 
remarkably successful directorial debut after working as a film 
producer and editor for over a decade. When I asked if they had 
any tourist destinations in mind for their New York sojourn, they 
demurred. Mostly, what they want is for you to see their film.

A moody drama set in Jerusalem, “Asia” is a story of two 
women. Its titular character (played by Alena Yiv) is a Russian 
immigrant and single mother struggling to get by as a night 
shift nurse. Her daughter, Vika (Haas), is a teenager burdened 
by all the usual troubles of adolescence — plus an unusually 
aggressive degenerative disease. Their relationship, initially 
tense and gladiatorial, develops into something like a 
partnership only as Vika’s health deteriorates beyond repair.

When it comes to the depiction of terminal illness, “Asia” 
flounders. Neither the exact nature of Vika’s disease nor the 
reason for her sudden decline is ever explained, making the 
film’s central plotline too vague and unspecific to feel like an 
authentic portrait. Yet the film excels in evoking the ecosystem 
of paid and unpaid caregiving that undergirds every society, and 
the uneasy intimacies that arise when we pay people to perform 
emotional labor. Asia herself demonstrates a tenderness with 
her elderly patients that she can’t access when it comes to her 
own daughter. When she’s not working at the hospital, she picks 
up extra cash bathing an elderly woman in her building and 
befriends her full-time caretaker, a Filipino guest worker whose 
decision to move to Israel for better pay entails a prolonged 
separation from her own daughter. Then there’s Gabi (Tamir 
Mula), a gentle hospital attendant Asia hires in the misplaced 
belief that she can arrange a teenage fling for her disabled 
daughter.

I asked Haas and Pribar about the challenges of filming “Asia,” 
their quarantine routines, and their favorite ways to unwind. 
(Spoiler: They don’t.) The following conversation has been 
edited for length and clarity.

Irene Katz Connelly: I want to ask you a little bit about how 
you’re working right now, since COVID has messed with 
everyone’s routines. What’s the first thing you do when you 
wake up?

Haas: Well, first of all I wake up very delayed, so I immediately 
turn off my alarm. I hear the first sound and I’m like, “Enough.” I 
try not to touch my phone when I wake up, but sometimes it’s 
challenging.

Pribar: I don’t need an alarm, because I have a very small and 
cute alarm that wakes me up every day at 5:30 a.m.

Haas: She has children.

Pribar: Yeah, my youngest daughter. That’s her clock, so we 
wake up and cuddle for at least 20 minutes. It makes getting up 
that much better.

What’s one thing you absolutely must have on set?

Haas: I have a different notebook for each character — I’m 
actually going to choose the notebook for the character I’m 
currently playing. Sometimes I don’t even touch it for days, but I 
always have it on set with me. It can be for serious stuff, or just 
drawing while I’m thinking and working — things that come to 
my mind regarding the character. It’s kind of like the character’s 
journal.

Pribar: What I do when I write, which is the majority of what I 
do, is find a specific tune of music I listen to while I write each 
project. I’m just looping through over and over again. It makes 
me detach myself from the world and enter the story, just 
listening to the tune. For “Asia” it was an Italian composer — just 
music, not a song.

Do you guys have any quarantine hobbies?

Haas: I really love graphic design, I love using Photoshop to 
make collages, and I’ve been getting back to it. I have a huge 
wall in my work room that I made. I’m very proud of it, it took 
me a while during quarantine. Ruthy’s a mother, so she has no 
time for hobbies.
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Pribar: Yeah, in COVID I was with my kids all day. My new hobby 
was Zoom.

It sounds like you guys really get along. How did you find each 
other for this film?

Pribar: Because we knew [Shira] was very good, we didn’t bring 
her in for the initial auditions; we brought her in when we were 
matching up mothers and daughters. From the beginning, I 
knew I wanted a mother and daughter that would really 
resemble each other, and not just take the two best actresses I 
could find. But what was amazing was that I found two 
incredible actresses and they also resembled each other so 
much that it was impossible to ignore. I didn’t realize how 
similar they were until they were in the same room. When we 
put the pictures together it was like, “OK, this could work,” but it 
was not as evident as watching them together. I was blown 
away by that.

Haas: Same for me. I knew Alena, and people told me we looked 
alike, but we had never met. I remember for the screen test, I 
was sitting in the waiting room and I heard her steps and looked 
up — and I had a double take.

When I watched the first scene I couldn’t even tell who 
was who.

Haas: Yeah, it happens on Facebook as well. It’s like “You can 
tag yourself,” but it’s Alena’s picture.

As for what drew me to the film, I only got a few scenes in the 
beginning. But honestly there was this feeling, which you can 
have a few times but it’s not something you always have — an 
urge to do this role. How could I explain to Ruthy that it had to 
be me? Not because I’m the best actor, but because I felt this 
energy and connection to the character. Then I got the script, 
and I called her and said, “I’m Shira.” I think I was crying.

What I liked most about this film was that it shows so many 
types of caregiving. Ruthy, did your own experience as a 
mother make you want to explore that?

Pribar: I have to say I wrote the script before I became a 
mother. Which is strange because it is a film about caring for 
other people, as a mother and not as a mother. When we’d 
already started casting and were ready to shoot within a few 
months, I found out I was pregnant. And no insurance company 
in Israel would agree to insure a production with a pregnant 
director. So I found myself having to postpone filming for a 
year. It was really difficult for me, because I’d been looking 
forward to shooting my first feature film for five years. In a way, 
it was my first lesson as a new mother, understanding that 
there are sacrifices I’m going to make even before I give birth. 
And it made me understand all these things that were already 
in the script, but now I was experiencing them. And then 
shooting the film when my baby boy was 10 months old, it really 
changed how I perceived motherhood, how I perceived taking 

care of another human being and having this huge 
responsibility. You don’t always know how to be that person, 
how to be a mother.

In recent years, there’s been a lot of discussion about how 
best to represent people with disabilities in film, and which 
actors are best equipped to portray people with severe 
illnesses like Vika’s. Ruthy, how did you grapple with those 
questions when casting “Asia?”

Pribar: I’ve been asked, “Could you take an actress who has this 
illness to portray Vika?” But it isn’t possible, because the illness 
is progressive. Vika starts out able to walk, to do everything, 
and by the end of the film she is bound to a wheelchair. But I do 
understand the sensitivity around it. I also think we all draw 
from our own lives and our own experiences. When you treat 
the character that you write or act with sensitivity, I think it 
shows on the screen.

One undercurrent in “Asia” is what it’s like to be a Russian 
immigrant in Israel. Shira, how did you prepare for that part 
of the role? Did you learn Russian?

Haas: Well, in the movie Asia’s character is mostly speaking 
Russian, and I mainly answer her in Hebrew. I did learn some 
sentences. It’s a very difficult language. Even if I compare it to 
Yiddish, which I did for “Unorthodox,” I think it’s harder.

The more challenging part was to respond to Alena, because 
she’s speaking a language I don’t know and I need to respond in 
an authentic way. Sometimes your partner is doing something 
slightly different, so you react differently, or there might be a 
specific word the other character is saying that drives your 
character crazy. There was a point where I asked Alena to 
record herself so I could listen to her, and we worked on that a 
lot in rehearsals. When we arrived at filming it felt natural to 
me, almost as if I knew Russian.

When you finish a big project like “Asia,” what’s your favorite 
way to unwind?

Haas: Sleep a lot! When you finish a project it can be emotional, 
letting go of a character but also people who were like your 
family. So I like to take a few days just to connect to Shira 
again.

Pribar: I have to say, I don’t do that. I try to sleep better than I 
do when I’m really busy, but I would usually jump straight away 
to starting a new project. I really hate having nothing on my 
mind.

Haas: Just for a few days — it’s healthy!

Pribar: I guess — but again, when you have kids, it’s healthy to 
have something other than your kids.

–
Irene Katz Connelly is a staff writer at the Forward. You can contact her 
at connelly@forward.com. Follow her on Twitter at @katz_conn.
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The secret Jewish history of UFOs (and why Ezekiel might have 
had a close encounter)
By Seth Rogovoy

Culture

They’re baaack!

Through some weird confluence of circumstances, UFOs are 
back in the news. Maybe the events of the past couple of years 
have led people to look elsewhere, to the skies, for meaning. 
Maybe the renewed interest in alien visitations to our planet is a 
form of escapism, especially as we seem to be mucking this one 
up in a fast and furious manner.

Or maybe it’s just time for a close encounter of the fifth kind, 
wherein humans and extraterrestrials make direct contact. 
(There are seven kinds of encounters: the fourth is human 
abduction, the sixth is an attack on humans, the seventh is the 
creation of an alien/human hybrid, which might explain Kim 
Kardashian.) If and when contact occurs, there will be a number 
of rabbis lined up to explain how this was all foretold in the 
Bible.

In the past week or so, The New York Times has run at least two 
articles on UFOs. About a month ago, the New Yorker ran a 
long-form piece reviewing the history of the search for UFOs. In 
a recent interview, former President Barack Obama — who 
presumably had access to the most secret governmental 
dossiers about alien visitations — said, “What is true, and I’m 
actually being serious here, is that there are, there’s footage 
and records of objects in the skies, that we don’t know exactly 
what they are. We can’t explain how they moved, their 
trajectory. They did not have an easily explainable pattern. And 
so, you know, I think that people still take seriously trying to 
investigate and figure out what that is.”

Last year, former CIA director John Brennan told a podcast that 
UFO sightings might be “some type of phenomenon that is the 
result of something that we don’t yet understand and that could 
involve some type of activity that some might say constitutes a 
different form of life.” And just last month, the Department of 
Defense’s (DoD) Office of Inspector General said that it will 
conduct evaluations into the “extent to which the DoD has 
taken actions regarding Unidentified Aerial Phenomena,” a 
move spurred by several UFO sightings by U.S. military forces 
over the past year. (Presumably they were told to set their 
phasers on stun.) A Congressional inquiry into UFOs is expected 
to release a report in late June.

A decade ago, the Forward ran a short piece entitled “Putting 
Israel’s UFO Frenzy Into Historical Perspective,” after videos 
surfaced purporting to show UFOs hovering over the Jerusalem 
skyline. Unidentified flying objects are no stranger to the Holy 
Land. The Bible is full of accounts of sightings of heavenly 

beings. Indeed, a cornerstone of Jewish liturgy is the line from 
Psalms 19:2 — “The heavens declare the glory of God” —- which 
some sages read to mean that we earthly inhabitants are not 
alone among the creatures in the universe who praise Hashem.

Contemporary rabbi Benjamin Blech once wrote, “What is 
fascinating … is that a significant body of opinion in traditional 
sources not only validates the possibility for alien life on other 
planets but actually finds biblical and midrashic confirmation for 
this view, even as it suggests that belief in an all-powerful God 
forbids placing any limitations on the extent of his creative 
powers.” In other words, a strong belief in an omnipotent God 
cannot logically exclude the possibility of other worlds 
populated by other creatures.

Blech’s colleage David Weintraub, professor of astronomy at 
Vanderbilt University and the author of “Religions and 
Extraterrestrial Life: How Will We Deal With It?,” posits that 
Jewish theology may actually require a belief in extraterrestrials 
since there are no limits on the power of the creator. He writes, 
“[F]or Jews to say that no life beyond the Earth could possibly 
exist would be unacceptable, as such an idea would appear to 
place shackles on God’s creative power. The universe belongs to 
God and God can do what God wishes to do with the universe.” 
(According to the Jewish sage Albert Einstein, God draws the 
line at playing dice.)

Ezekiel’s vision of a merkavah, or chariot, the foundation of a 
whole school of kabbalistic thought called Merkavah mysticism, 
is perhaps the best-known Bible story that can be read as an 
account of a close encounter. The chariot was driven by “a 
likeness of a man,” which many read to be God, since 
humankind was made in God’s image. The four-wheeled vehicle 
was pulled along by four humanoid “living creatures,” each with 
four wings and human faces blended with those of animals. If 
you’re picturing “E.T.,” so am I.

The Bible describes other beings in and around the chariot, 
making it kind of like the deck of the Starship Enterprise. The 
ship’s chief science officer, Mr. Spock, of course, was a Vulcan, a 
half-human, half alien life form among his human shipmates, 
played by Leonard Nimoy, the Yiddish-speaking child of Jewish-
Ukrainian immigrants to Boston. But enough about 
the Merkavah, lest we succumb to the dangers of overzealous 
speculation prohibited by the sages of the Talmud.

Early in the book of Bereishis (Genesis) there are references to 
beings who intermingle with — OK, who interbreed with — human 
beings, including “b’ney Elohim” and “nefilim.” While again, we
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are instructed not to belabor the meaning of these beings and 
incidents, lest our minds grow fuzzy and our teeth fall out, it 
isn’t lost on some scholars that “nefilim” means “fallen,” as in 
“fallen from the sky.” Either or both of these non-human 
species could well be our brothers from another planet. (They 
are referred to as males.)

In the Book of Judges (5:23), a passage reads, “Curse Meroz, 
said the angel of the Lord, curse bitterly its inhabitants.” The 
18th century sage Rabbi Pinchas Eliyahu Horowitz claimed to 
have found Talmudic backing for his belief that Meroz was 
another planet, just one of many other worlds that God 
created.

Rabbi Joseph B. Soloveitchik, the 20th-century scholar known 
simply as “The Rav” — a reflection of the serious respect he 
was accorded throughout the Jewish world—expressed 
openness to the possibility of life on Mars and elsewhere.

“It is possible that Hashem created other life forms on other 
planets,” Soloveitchik wrote. “It is no problem to yahadus. The 
reason man likes to think he is the only created being in the 
entire universe is because of his egotistical nature. Even the 
concept of am ha’nivchar, chosen nation, may only be relative 
to our world, our small section of the universe. The Torah is 
written from the viewpoint of our sun, moon, and stars. It 
would not detract from our being the am ha’nivchar of this 
region of space if there were other am ha’nivchar in a distant 
galaxy.” In other words, don’t be grabby, children, there’s 
enough universe to go around.

Mid-20th century kabbalist Aryeh Kaplan was also a professor 
of physics, and he often sought to find common ground 
between the two disciplines. For Rabbi Kaplan, there was no 
question that extraterrestrial life existed and that it was 
discussed in the Zohar. Kaplan wrote, “The Midrash teaches us 
that there are seven earths. Although the Ibn Ezra tries to 
argue that these refer to the seven continents, the Zohar 
clearly states that the seven are separated by a firmament 
and are inhabited. Although they are not inhabited by man, 
they are the domain of intelligent creatures.”

In the late 20th century, a Jewish myth-monger named Steven 
Spielberg wrought his vision of interstellar life on the silver 
screen in the form of the now-classic sci-fi film, “Close 
Encounters of the Third Kind,” in which aliens planted an 
image in the minds of a select number of humans that made 
them powerless against the lure of joining the creatures on a 
space ride to an unknown destination. These aliens seemed 
nice enough, however, and, musically speaking, they sure 
knew how to jam.

–
Seth Rogovoy is a contributing editor at the Forward. He frequently 

mines popular culture for lesser-known Jewish stories.

The year that I’ll remember, the 
year my grandfather won’t
By Jackie Schechter

Culture

Around this time last year, I held my grandpa’s hand in the ER 
of a New York City hospital. Half-drawn curtains formed 
alcoves that revealed slivers of the patients nearby — faces, an 
arm. I looked from one to the other. They were alone. They 
seemed to be asleep. They were hooked up to machines much 
like the ventilators I’d seen in articles online.

Grandpa hadn’t lost his sense of smell, or taste, or breath. He 
tugged at his mask until it settled beneath his chin. It was a 
homemade mask, thin yellow cloth and thick elastic bands, 
and I thought, stomach sinking: there’s no way this will help. 
COVID was floating in the air, settling on our skin and in our 
lungs. I pushed the mask back up. “Remember, Grandpa, the 
virus? This needs to cover your nose.”

He shrugged and asked again what was going on, which he 
had asked in the apartment and in the ambulance. I told him 
he’d dislocated his hip, that he’d had a fall, and he told me his 
hip felt fine. It wasn’t. I’d seen the X-ray and it was easy to 
read — femurs should end in sockets, but his was off to the 
side, untethered. Either Grandpa had an incredible tolerance 
for pain or this was another malfunctioning of his mind, a 
neuron firing into the abyss.

For the past five weeks, he and my grandma had quarantined 
in their apartment with my sister, who cared for them while we 
dropped off groceries by the door. Still, we’d ended up here. 
My eyes watered.

I don’t know if those other patients made it home to their 
families. We were lucky, and Grandpa did. He returned in a 
wheelchair and to a hospital bed, the kind with guardrails, 
sitting in the living room, and which my grandma had made 
with the blue and white sheets from my childhood. “Your mom 
brought them,” she explained. “I didn’t have anything twin-
sized.”

We counted 14 days until the specter of the virus passed, and 
we exhaled.

Yet Grandpa wasn’t the same; neither was the world, and he 
could sense it. “Everything is upside down,” he said. Around 5 
pm, like clockwork, he’d beg anyone within earshot to take him 
home — “please, let’s just go home” — as he sat in his 
apartment filled with pictures of his kids and grandkids. He’d 
mutter about papers, about leaving and packing and his 
parents. He’d scrunch his eyes and ask for a blanket, and we’d 
bundle him up though it was nearly summer. Home, he’d 
repeat. Go. Let’s go.

The secret Jewish history of UFOs (and why Ezekiel might have had a close encounter)
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After these attacks, Grandpa would gush apologies or thanks. 
He’d sing nonsense songs in Yiddish. I am home! He’d laugh. It’s 
okay! He’d eat bowls of ice cream with gusto.

It’s been difficult for most of us to process this pandemic, its 
suffering and strangeness and loss. For my grandfather, it’s one 
confusion layered atop another. “I feel like I’m trapped in a dark 
closet,” he told my mom last spring. I imagine the weight of that 
door, how surely it creaks shut.

There was a time when Grandpa’s memory stretched back to 
pre-war Europe, to wooden houses and crowded tables at 
Passover seders, where the men wore tall hats and the women 
long skirts.

When Grandpa was five, his father Martin saw the writing on the 
wall for the Jews of Europe. He made a plan to go first and send 
for Tanya and their son later, but they were living with Martin’s 
parents at the time, and Tanya said, “You’re not leaving me with 
them.” So they all boarded the boat — Martin, Tanya, and young 
Herman. It was October 1938.

Grandpa never saw his own grandparents after that. They were 
shot alongside the 12,000 Jews of Baranovich. His surviving 
relatives scattered — running, fighting in the forest, fleeing to 
America and to Israel.

Baranovich still exists — it’s in Belarus now — and I’ve been 
there. Four summers ago, my mom scanned for her maiden
name, Kroshinsky, on a dusty map in the town archive, and we 
drove to Grandpa’s childhood address, which has since become 
a firehouse. We visited the cemetery, the Jewish one, grassy and 
overgrown. Quiet.

At the end of the trip, we brought Grandpa home a magnet: I ♥
Baranovich, to match the I ♥ NY t-shirts he stocked for out-of-
town guests. He laughed and stuck it on the fridge.

Grandpa started kindergarten in Brooklyn, where he learned 
English and played streetball. He was never much of a student, 
but the army — basic training in Arkansas and deployment in 
France, in the lull between Korea and Vietnam — gave him an 
education, and he traveled on the weekends, visited the Louvre 
and took pictures of archways and coastlines that he developed 
back on base. Somewhere, though I don’t know where it’s gone, 
we have a black-and-white photo of him sitting on the hood of a 
car in a forest in France, drinking a beer.

At 26, he met my grandma through work. She was so out of his 
league — a year older and living on her own, with two degrees 
and a worldly, knowing air. But they were both immigrants and 
Holocaust refugees, and they’d both attended Erasmus Hall 
High School on Flatbush Ave. He would take her for ice cream —
strictly professional — and then walk her back to her office. 
When he finally asked her out, she said no, and when he asked 
again, she said no again. Enough of the ice cream, he decided.

Then fate landed them both in the Catskills for the 4th of July. 
My grandma’s car broke down on the way up, and when she 
arrived at the hotel, bedraggled and exhausted, his familiar face 
was there, waiting in the lobby. She fell, crying, into his arms, 
and they’ve been together 62 years.

When I was a kid, Grandma and Grandpa would visit us on 
Sunday mornings, loaded with steam-wilted bags from Pick-A-
Bagel. My sisters and I would run to the door, the hallway cold 
on our feet, and Grandpa would put down the bags and sweep 
us up.

Even better were the times we drove from the suburbs to see 
our grandparents in the city, where we ordered shoestring fries 
at Googie’s Luncheonette. Sometimes we accompanied 
Grandpa to his volunteer shift in Central Park, passing maps 
through the window of the information booth. As I grew older, 
Grandpa would save me newspaper articles, ones he thought I’d 
find interesting, handed over in manila envelopes, clippings 
annotated in his blocky, all-caps scrawl. “It’s a big world out 
there,” he used to say.

Last summer, COVID and Alzheimer’s conspiring, that world 
started to shrink. Grandpa watched hours of Mets’ reruns 
without realizing the games were decades old. Over breakfast 
he flipped through the newspaper, sometimes so fast it was 
impossible he was reading, other times so slowly it was as if 
he’d forgotten what he held entirely. He took endless laps 
around the block once his hip healed, enough to shred the 
runners on his walker.

Our family scrubbed our hands and continued to visit when 
needed, which was often. COVID was a threat, but so was 
falling, and forgetting. So was loneliness. It felt essential to 
show up when Grandpa asked again and again: “Who’s coming 
tonight for dinner?”

Over the years, I’d eaten dozens of meals at my grandparents’ 
table, when I moved to New York after college and decorated 
my apartment with those photographs of archways and 
coastlines. Grandma would make sweet-and-sour meatballs 
and salad with dijon dressing. Grandpa would wash the dishes 
and ask me questions like: Are you thinking about law school? 
Are you dating? What’s going on in your little life?

ne dinner last summer Grandma gnawed on a turkey leg with 
her characteristic fervor, slicking meat from the bone, and it was 
like Grandpa was seeing it for the first time. “My God, Fran!” he 
exclaimed, and we all laughed.

She shrugged. “Don’t look.”

Sometimes he’d wake in the night and she’d sit next to his bed, 
holding his hand across the guardrail until 5:30 in the morning.

Grandpa had a noise the way most people have a smell. He’d 
search for pennies and dimes embedded in the asphalt from 
years of traffic and hot summer days, coins that had become

The year that I’ll remember, the year my grandfather won’t
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fossils of the city. When he noticed one, say, at a crosswalk, 
he’d mark the location and return with a pocketknife to dig it up 
on the day of a street fair. He’d soak the coins in Coca-Cola to 
remove the tar, and that’s when the sound began — the 
constant clinking of change in his pocket.

This winter, he fidgeted with children’s toys instead, unbuckling 
buckles, unsnapping snaps. He pulled invisible threads between 
his fingers and twisted batons of rolled-up newspaper. He was 
hallucinating; he was agitated. A hollow formed between his 
cheekbones and his chin. We ordered takeout and offered him a 
battered french fry, and he tried to put it in his shirt pocket, like 
it was a pen. One week he grew feverish and needed a COVID 
test. We explained the process, but he still thrashed in his chair. 
He bit the nurse’s hand. She jumped and got the sample and 
held up her prize, then told us she needed the other nostril, too.

On the first night of Hanukkah, I visited around dusk. Miriam, my 
mom, would stop by later. Grandpa sat at the kitchen table, 
shaking and staring at a napkin in front of him on which his aide 
Ryan had written: we are home. I pulled up a chair and pointed 
to the words alongside Ryan. “We are home. We are home.” We 
read it like a mantra.

After he quieted, we lit the candles and had dinner. Grandpa 
didn’t know where he sat or who I was, but he held out his fork 
and asked if I wanted something to eat, and he took Ryan’s 
hand and said “I love you.” Ryan was sitting in Grandma’s usual 
spot. With the world closing in, Grandpa did what he still knew: 
to care for others, to reach out for her.

At the end of the night, the napkin said three things in large 
letters:

We are home.

Miriam is coming.

Herman Kroshinsky.

Grandpa got his shot in January. After months of sanitizing and 
a few close calls — in November, I stood in line at CityMD after 
an exposure, voice breaking as I spelled Kroshinsky for the 
contact tracer — we were in a world that once felt beyond belief: 
Our grandparents were vaccinated.

Grandpa used to ask me why we wore masks — on a good day, 
every 20 minutes, on a bad day, every two. As I re-explained the 
virus, his old questions, direct and heartfelt, would ring in my 
head: What’s going on in your little life? (To that question, which 
he asked all his grandchildren, we’d respond: It’s not so little 
anymore!).

But by the time he got the vaccine, he barely registered the 
mask, or the person wearing it. You could put yourself inches 
from his face and his eyes would flit around, aimless and 
unseeing. In some ways, it was too late. The shot couldn’t save 
him.

On a cold night in February I walked around my neighborhood 
as it flurried. About a block from my apartment, I came across a 

bedside commode abandoned on the sidewalk, next to a pile of 
trash. I thought of the commode sitting beside my grandpa’s 
bed, and I looked at this one covered in the snow, and I 
wondered about the person for whom it was no longer needed.

In a year of untold, unforeseen tragedy, this story is a different 
sort. This is what happens when you’re 87, if you’re fortunate 
enough to make it this far. It’ll keep going, my mom often says, 
and it only goes in one direction.

Until it doesn’t. Something changes in the spring, and a good 
day turns into a week that turns into three. Grandpa jabbers like 
he’s had too much sugar, with raised eyebrows and a smile that 
consumes his whole face. He hugs us back and will grab 
anyone’s hand to kiss it.

He starts folding the newspaper. He lines up the edges and 
creases the fold with a confident hand, pressing his fingers 
against the seam to rip the paper into neat halves. He puts 
these squares in his shirt pocket, like they belong to the 
weathered address book he used to store there. One day he 
reads the word “vaccination” in a headline, though he doesn’t 
know about the vaccine, or that he’s had one.

We sit around the table watching him, and I imagine it’s how I’ll 
one day watch my own children, marveling at the ways they 
enter this big world. With Grandpa, instead, we’re seeking proof 
he hasn’t left it. We toss him a hacky sack, which he catches. He 
reads more headlines. We delight. “Oh, hello there,” he grins at 
us. “Can my day get any better?”

Each year on Passover, Grandpa would gather the 
grandchildren for a photo before the seder. We’d have spent the 
day at my cousins’ house, running around and plotting how we 
would steal the afikomen and hide it for Grandpa to find, our 
family’s twist on the tradition. As the afternoon faded we’d 
clean up and emerge in nice clothes, the golden hour air fresh 
with the newness of spring. Those pre-seder photos— 11 
dressed-up, bright-eyed schoolkids — paper the walls of my 
grandparents’ apartment alongside their pictures from the old 
country.

This year some of us are in person, most of us over Zoom. 
Between the internet lag and our tone-deaf family, it sounds 
like we’re singing in rounds — badly. There are lots of giggles at 
the absurdity of it all.

Grandpa used to call on us between the verses of “Dayenu,” the 
song that recounts the steps God took to free the Jews from 
slavery and bring them to Israel. Each step alone would have 
been enough, the song notes, but God did more. At our family’s 
seder, the person Grandpa named would shout “dayenu!” and 
then we’d all continue singing.

This year, my aunt does the calling from her dining room table 
in Chicago. We have Zoom boxes in four states and two 

The year that I’ll remember, the year my grandfather won’t
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countries. That we can all be here together — it would have 
been enough. That Grandma and Grandpa escaped Europe, 
eluded the virus — enough.

But there’s more: Grandpa’s singing. He’s clasped his hands 
together, his face deep in concentration. He knows that 
word, dayenu. There’s something within him that remembers, 
something more fundamental than faces or time or even his 
own name. His voice is soft but fills the room; we’re all 
listening for it.

At the end he looks around. “Nice job, folks,” he says.

With or without COVID, we still would’ve gotten here, and we 
know, ultimately, where it’s going. But for now, these smiles, 
his singing — it’s enough. He’s come back to us, a turn of 
events astounding as a vaccine.

When, in some distant future, we look back on COVID-19, these 
things will all be one in my memory — the year that starts in 
the emergency room and ends at the Zoom seder, the year of 
the pandemic, the year that Grandpa forgets.

Last month he looked at me and asked, for the first time in a 
long time, “What’s going on in your life?” I’d like to think he 
knows it’s not so little anymore.

–

Jackie Schechter lives in New York City and works in education 

consulting. She is pursuing an MFA in Creative Writing from CCNY.

It is astonishing to read a major newspaper assert that it is not 
necessary to understand the language someone speaks.

“To understand the political drama playing out in Israel and 
the tentative formation of a national unity coalition to topple 
Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu, you don’t need to speak 
Hebrew,” opinion columnist Thomas L. Friedman wrote in The 
New York Times.

Wow.

“You need to understand only one thing: Netanyahu makes his 
enemies even angrier than Donald Trump does,” Friedman 
continued, asserting that the way to understand Israel is to 
understand America.

These sentences — and the fact that they made it past an 
editor — highlight two dangerous trends in the United States. 
First, there is the growing idea that there is no need to 
understand language. And second, there is the strange 
insistence that to understand another person — or another 
country — all you need to do is understand yourself.

The first idea is especially popular in American universities, 
who are steadily eliminating the language requirement.

“The percentage of four-year colleges and universities 
requiring students to take courses in languages other than 
English dropped 17 percentage points between 1995 and 2010, 
to about half of all institutions,” according to Inside Higher 
Education.

It’s getting worse lately, as more and more Americans agree 
with Friedman.

“Between fall 2013 and fall 2016, U.S. enrollments in languages 
other than English fell 9.2 percent,” the Modern Languages 
Association reported.

Friedman’s stance on language is ironic, because he himself 
“lived on a kibbutz and learned to speak Hebrew,” according to 
a 1986 piece in The Los Angeles Times.

“Then he majored in Middle Eastern studies and Arabic at 
Brandeis University, studied at Oxford University in England 
and at the Hebrew University in Jerusalem and American 
University in Cairo,” the LA Times reported.
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But that doesn’t change the lie that language is unnecessary. 
Not understanding it costs lives.

During the COVID catastrophe, both the U.S. and the U.K. were 
slow to translate life-saving information into languages other 
than English. And COVID patients experienced anguish because 
they were not able to communicate in their language, as The 
Chicago Tribune reported.

Monolingual journalists, who dominate coverage of Israel, 
should be a news story — because their monolingualism lets 
them catch mere pieces of a complex reality.

Journalism schools aren’t helping, because they don’t require 
language study. The Politics, Policy and Foreign Affairs 
curriculum at the prestigious Medill School of Journalism at 
Northwestern, for instance, has no mention of foreign 
languages in its curriculum, published online.

It’s no wonder that the difference in reporting on Hebrew-
language Kan News — the Israeli TV station that I watched live 
during the recent tensions of a 4500-rocket barrage from 
Hamas on Israel, another attack in response on Gaza, and 
violent civil unrest within Israel — and English-language outlets 
was stark.

One moment stuck out. An Arab family in Lod, Israel, lost a 
father and a teenage daughter to a rocket attack from Hamas. 
Kan News sent Akiva Weiss, a Haredi reporter, to the scene, as 
English-language media ignored it.

Weiss found a cousin outside the severely damaged home. The 
cousin looked shell-shocked and had narrowly escaped being 
hit by the rocket himself; he talked about how kind his relatives 
were.

The anchorman, a secular Israeli, pressed Weiss to ask the 
cousin about the attacks on Jewish residents of Lod by Arab 
residents. Weiss looked uncomfortable, but asked the question, 
and the cousin did not want to comment.

A few minutes later, when the anchorman returned to Lod for 
an update, Weiss said something that I will never forget. He said 
that as a member of a group — Haredim — that had been 
frequently stereotyped, he wanted to object to the question he 
was asked to ask.

“This is a house of mourning,” he said, “and politics does not 
belong.”

That moment highlighted the complexity of contemporary 
Israel, where Haredi reporters are dispatched to Lod as riots 
spread. The coverage moved on to Israeli Arab lawyers talking 
about the lack of bomb shelters in Arab neighborhoods, and 
another policy analyst discussing that situation throughout all 
of Israel.

It’s all the more striking that a prominent New York Times 
columnist is openly taking the opposite stance to the views of 
Suleiman Maswadeh, an Arab journalist doing terrific and 
necessary work on Israeli public television. Maswadeh
discussed his realization that Hebrew was essential in a 
fascinating interview with Haaretz; even as a college graduate, 
he understood that he needed Hebrew to fully participate in and 
understand Israeli society.

Maswadeh’s fluency in his native Arabic and his hard-won 
facility in Hebrew — and his harrowing reporting on his own 
neighbors in the Old City of Jerusalem, where he has lived all his 
life, publicly calling for the removal of families like his — make 
him far better placed to notice complexity than those who 
believe you need to know “just one thing.”

But the second aspect of Friedman’s editorial is the sad truth 
that the assertion that “you don’t need to understand Hebrew” 
isn’t about Israel; it’s about America. Unfortunately, American 
culture increasingly believes that the “one thing” you really 
need to know is yourself.

In creative writing classrooms, I have noticed that 
understanding of the self is not just therapy, it is art, and it is 
thought. The utter dominance of the “I” — the first-person 
perspective — in every genre from fiction and nonfiction to 
poetry would have shocked prior generations of writers and 
readers. Once third-person narratives were common; no more.

That “I” perspective has also come to dominate journalism and 
politics, and its rule is made possible by monolingualism. After 
all, when you speak a second language, you are forced to 
consider a second perspective.

Without that built-in second perspective, it’s easier to convince 
yourself that if you understand gentrification in East Harlem, 
then you can understand real estate in Jerusalem. Why would 
you need to understand Hebrew or Arabic? Why would you need 
to be able to read documents or historical archives, or think 
about the Ottoman Empire, or the British? After all, everything is 
related, and tied to you. Yes, you.

American monolingualism and self-obsession certainly makes it 
possible to think that Trump and Netanyahu are twins; and of 
course, the fact that Netanyahu is an English speaker who grew 
up in America makes it easy to focus on him, instead of what 
really matters, which are his voters, who do not necessarily 
speak fluent English.

To be fair, there are plenty of Israeli intellectuals who see 
parallels between the hold Netanyahu has on swaths of Israeli 
voters and the MAGA crowd. But at no point did the American 
religious right extend a hand to the Biden campaign, something 
Friedman does not note in his insistence that Israel’s new

Why Tom Friedman is wrong — dangerously wrong — about Israel
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coalition is Bidenism.

Friedman is simplifying it all by going with the old saw that 
“the enemy of my enemy is my friend.” But more 
multilingualism would make it hard to make that argument, 
and call that situation simple.

To understand multicultural complexity, listen closely to Arab 
members of Knesset. And note that the status of three 
Bedouin villages in the Negev was part of the agreement that 
made the new coalition.

The Arab members of the Knesset are not a monolith, but they 
are all multilingual. When Ayman Odeh tweeted a quote from a 
Leah Goldberg poem, in Hebrew, and when he gave an all-
Hebrew speech except for one line from the Koran — he 
showed that in today’s Israel, language matters.

So does honest acknowledgment of difference.

On Kan television, as riots flared, I listened to Arab activists 
working on coexistence say that what they wanted was 
hakara — acknowledgment. Of their history and of their pain.

Acknowledging that your story, or your version of history, is 
not exactly someone else’s is essential. In a world where 
superpowers are increasingly monolingual, and where major 
newspapers allow themselves to frame complexity as 
simplicity, what multilingual journalists like Maswadeh know is 
that listening to other people, in their native tongue, hard and 
painful as it is, may be the only way to build a shared future 
for all.

_

Aviya Kushner is the author of “WOLF LAMB BOMB” (Orison Books) and 

“The Grammar of God” (Spiegel & Grau). Follow her on Twitter 

@AviyaKushner

The views and opinions expressed in this article are the author’s 
own and do not necessarily reflect those of the Forward.

News

When their season was 
cancelled by COVID, these 
college athletes found faith 
off the field
By Steward Ain

Like many Jewish college athletes, Kylie Hall had a lot of time 
on her hands when the COVID pandemic struck in March,
2020. The soccer player at Emory University saw games and 
practices cancelled.

Into that void entered a campus rabbi who recruited athletes 
to an online educational program as a way to pass the time 
during quarantine. It proved so successful that Hall said she is 
now “thinking about” one day becoming a rabbi.

“The program showed me that Judaism is an important part of 
my life and that I can’t just put it aside,” said Hall, 19, of 
Phoenix, Ariz.

She had been approached during her freshman year to attend 
a Jewish extracurricular class, but declined, believing she 
didn’t have the time amidst a busy school and sports 
schedule. “But then good came out of the horrible situation of 
COVID at the beginning of my sophomore year,” she 
explained.

A fellow soccer player, Arielle Williamson, reached out to her 
and other Jewish athletes inviting them to join a program 
Rabbi Yaakov Fleshel was creating called the Jewish Athlete 
Fellowship (JAF) that would feature virtual discussions with 
Jewish athletes and coaches.

“It sounded interesting … and it has been really great,” Hall 
said. “I was able to get to know the athletes on a different 
level. I had known of them but had never spoken with them.”

Williamson, 21, of Denver, said that when Rabbi Fleshel asked 
her to recruit Jewish students for his program, she “took 
advantage of COVID because athletes did not have as much 
responsibility” that semester.

“The rabbi was excited about doing this special program for 
athletes,” she recalled. “All the athletes came from very 
different backgrounds; all were secular. Some had attended 
Jewish camps and had a bar mitzvah, but a lot did not. Some 
would celebrate Christmas and Hanukkah and came from 
mixed marriages.”

JAF started last fall with 16 students from different sports —
baseball, softball, track and field, tennis, soccer and 
swimming. The program proved so successful, it was offered
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again the second semester, and more athletes were recruited.

Most of the students were sophomores, juniors and seniors. 
Rabbi Fleshel said the only requirement for admission was that 
they “have one Jewish parent and that they identify as being 
Jewish,” he said. “Most of the speakers were not frum and most 
of the athletes were not involved in Jewish life. This was a 
chance for all of them to do something Jewish that they had 
never done before.”

In addition to being a campus rabbi, Rabbi Fleshel is the local 
representative of Meor, an Orthodox organization that offers 
Jewish educational programs at both public and private 
universities in the United States to help students learn about 
their heritage and identity. He is also part of Atlanta Scholars 
Kollel, a Jewish outreach organization.

At the end of the eight-week program, Rabbi Fleshel spoke with 
the athletes’ parents, who said they were happy to see their 
kids involved in Judaism.

Among the sports figures who spoke to the group virtually was 
Bracha “Beatie” Deutsch, an American-Israeli and one of the 
fastest woman marathon runners in Israel. She is an observant 
Jew and, for modesty’s sake, runs marathons in a skirt and long-
sleeve shirt. Other speakers included Josh Pastner, head 
basketball coach at Georgia Tech, and Derrick Hall, Kylie’s father 
and CEO and president of the Arizona Diamondbacks. He also 
helped the class get other speakers — including Stan Kasten, the 
president of the Los Angeles Dodgers.

The weekly programs lasted about an hour, with the speakers 
talking about the struggles of being Jewish and playing, their life 
and how they got involved in sports. Plenty of time was allowed 
for students to ask questions.

The rabbi and guest rabbis spoke on the off weeks. And each 
week Rabbi Fleshel invited groups of students to his home for 
Shabbat dinner with his family.

“Everyone wore masks, but it was held outside on his porch,” 
said Hall, who went with a couple friends. “Every time I would 
go to the rabbi’s house, I would learn something new. It was 
mostly about the parsha read that week, and then there were 
meaningful conversations about Judaism and anything I wanted 
to talk about. I think the rabbi is a huge part of making it so 
special. We all have made friendships and are not afraid to ask 
questions.”

For Williamson, Judaism “was an important part of my life 
growing up,” she said by phone from Israel, where she is 
spending the summer participating in a Masa Israel Journey 
program, an immersive career development and leadership 
experience for young adults.

She said she looks forward to continuing the JAF program in the 
fall but that she realizes it will be hard “because everyone will 
first be coming back to school.”

“I hope we can do it,” she said. “We are going to be reaching out 
to other Meor campuses like New York University and Brandeis 
to try to engage their Jewish athletes. We have big dreams and 
aspirations for this program.”

Williamson believes the program has far-reaching impacts. “The 
cool part of it is that I now have Jewish connections and hope to 
create a huge network of Jewish athletes.” she said. “On Yom 
Kippur, I always had trouble talking to the coaches about not 
attending practice. They said ‘you don’t have to play but I still 
want you to come because you can’t miss anything.’ I said I 
couldn’t, but not all of the Jewish athletes did that. Now, having 
a union of Jewish athletes makes having that conversation 
easier.”

_
Stewart Ain, an award-winning veteran journalist, covers the Jewish 

community.
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Making challah taught me how to live in a post-pandemic world
By Leah Eichler

Food

It’s 12:34 a.m., and like millions of others during the pandemic, 
the imminent threat of death is keeping me awake.

I distract myself by scrolling mindlessly through Facebook and 
Instagram, admiring the golden curves and the taut exteriors in 
my feeds. No, I’m not referring to the Kardashians or the #fitspo 
telling me how I can exit the pandemic with swimsuit model 
abs. I’m talking about challah.

I’m neither an observant Jew nor a star in the kitchen. While I 
grew up in a loosely Orthodox environment, I’ve let traditions go 
over the years. Some might describe me as completely 
unaffiliated; I prefer to think of myself as a “choose your own 
adventure” Jew — I pick what pleases me and disregard the rest.

As for cooking, most days, I put a pot on a stove and walk away 
— just for a few minutes, I swear — until I hear my 10-year-old 
daughter holler at me from the kitchen that either the pot has 
boiled over, there’s a burning smell, or that the smoke alarm is 
ringing.

Up until this point in my life, I’ve lived by the motto that if my 
food tastes palatable and doesn’t hurt me, I’m eating it. Yet 
something changed for me early in the pandemic. A childhood 
friend (the incredibly talented musician Neshama Carlebach) 
invited me to join a group of challah aficionados on Facebook.

I grew up on the traditional three-strand loaf, but when I 
discovered the artistic 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8-strand of challahs 
shaped into everything from cicadas to flags, it blew my mind. I 
knew I had found my people.

Scrolling through the posts, my fear of carbs melted away like 
that last bit of snow that stubbornly lingers in the shade in 
Toronto until May. I found a community and connected to a 
ritual, which I was shocked to discover made me… happy?

I include the question mark because baking challah led me to 
reconsider just how happy I was before this pandemic. In pre-
pandemic times, I woke up at dawn and then moved at a 
frenetic pace between work, raising children and maintaining a 
home. Days often bled into one another with almost nothing to 
differentiate one from the next. Weather aside, January felt like 
June.

At first, my challahs could be described as inconsistent. Chewy 
and dense sometimes, light and crusty on other occasions. I 
followed the instructions vigilantly, but so it went.

When I spoke to Neshama again and told her about this, she 
referred to the act of making challah as something “holy,” its 
own form of prayer. I normally dismiss that sort of talk, but I 
decided to give this new framing a shot.

The next time I made challah, I shut off my phone, closed my 
laptop and shushed any child that entered the kitchen as I 
mixed my meticulously measured ingredients — with intention 
this time.

The physical act of kneading the dough allowed me time to stop 
thinking. I learned to focus on nothing but the dough, which 
sent me into a meditative state akin to praying. I began 
to understand the dough, which up until now I had thought of as 
a foolish thing that bakers say.

I also spent the time speaking to my grandmother, an 
Auschwitz survivor who died more than 13 years ago. I often sat 
in her kitchen growing up, talking to her as she baked. She tried 
to teach me — good Lord, did she try. Now, as I knead, I’m 
blessed with those conversations again. I believe she’d be 
impressed that my breads are finally beautiful — Instagram 
beautiful.

The ritual became the focal point of my week. I prioritized it, 
organizing my other tasks around my mixing, kneading and 
double rise times. I gave myself permission to not only enjoy 
the act of preparation, but to assign it value above other tasks I 
once deemed more important.

The ripple effects of this decision reverberated throughout the 
day. My family, including my two children and my non-Jewish 
Jamaican boyfriend, now recite the Shabbat prayers together, 
praying for health and peace for not only our little pandemic 
circle, but the wider world. The tasting of the challah has 
become the finale, where each member comments on the 
beauty, texture and taste before settling in for dinner.

Baking challah gave me permission to channel a feeling of 
spirituality I didn’t realize I missed. Historically, people have 
turned to religion or magic during plagues and pandemics. My 
skeptical side understands the science behind the placebo 
effect of the ritual.

But isn’t the reminder to slow down, meditate on our good 
fortune and offer sustenance to family and friends much more 
than a simple mind trick? The challah making process not only 
makes me feel more connected to my family, but in the lonely 
days of the pandemic, I counted myself as part of a community 
that jointly channeled our ancestors, praying for global healing.

Even as the pandemic fades behind us, I never want to let that 
go.

_
Leah Eichler is a writer who lives in Toronto.
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Why the new Israeli coalition seems like something out of an 
‘Avengers’ movie
By Robert Zaretsky

Culture

“Unusual,” “unprecedented” and “unlikely” are the commonly 
used adjectives to describe the uncommon coalition preparing 
to govern Israel. And their usage is perfectly understandable: If 
the current coalition survives the internal and external 
pressures it faces and takes office on June 14, it will truly be all 
of those un-words. Not only does the coalition encompass 
parties on the secular hard left and religious hard right, but also 
depends upon the support of an Israeli Arab party that, would 
you believe it, happens to be Islamist.

Yes, it seems too marvelous to believe. But as any teenage 
scholar of the Marvel Cinematic Universe — including the one 
living under my roof — could tell you, there are reasons to 
believe in this instance of the marvelous.

It happens that the story arc of the Avengers offers not just 
striking parallels to the current coalition in Israel, but also some 
possible lessons for the real-life coalition members.

Of course, some of the parallels are superficial. There are, for 
example, similarities in the ideological fault lines running 
through both the Marvel and Israeli groupings. The politics of 
the leaders of the Avengers, Captain America (Chris Evans) and 
Iron Man (Robert Downey Jr.), roughly map onto the leaders of 
the Israeli coalition, Naftali Bennett and Yair Lapid. Those who 
have watched “Avengers: Civil War” know that Cap leans 
libertarian and Iron Man leans liberal.

Similarly, those who have listened to Bennett and Lapid know 
the former — like other Silicon Valley whizzes — prefers less 
government while Lapid — the son of Tommy Lapid, founder of 
the leftist Shinui — plumps for more government.

The personalities and politics of yet other members simply 
compound the Rube Goldberg-like nature of both coalitions. The 
founder and leader of the annexationist Yisrael Beiteinu party, 
Avigdor Lieberman, resembles Mark Ruffalo’s Hulk for his knack 
of breaking things. Not so much large objects like planes and 
trains, though, as much as large objectives like a negotiated 
peace with the Palestinians. Both tend to bulk up and bash 
away at obstacles in their path. But only one turns green.

As the lone woman in the coalition, Labor’s Merav Michaeli, 
resembles Natasha Romanoff (Scarlett Johansson), formerly 
known as the Black Widow. Though always dressed in black, 
Michaeli has more than color preferences in common with 
Romanoff. An ardent feminist, Michaeli refuses to use Hebrew’s 

gender distinctions, explaining that it’s “not so much about the 
outcome — it’s more about you should always do, and never 
accept what others are dictating.” Or, as Romanoff declares: “At 
some point, we all have to choose between what the world 
wants you to be and who you are.”

But there are deeper parallels. The Israeli coalition has been 
described by just about everyone as an “anti-Netanyahu” 
formation. Its raison d’être is to pry Bibi’s hand from its hold on 
power. By the same token, we can label the Avengers — joined 
by T’Challa and the Wakandans, Guardians of the Galaxy, Thor, 
Valkyrie, Nick Fury, Doctor Strange and, of course, Korg — as the 
anti-Thanos coalition. Its raison d’être is to lop off the hand of 
Thanos — specifically, his left hand that, sheathed in the Infinity 
Gauntlet, wreaks universal destruction. (Any parallels between 
Netanyahu and Thanos are purely coincidental.)

Apart from this one negative goal, neither coalition had cause to 
coalesce. Each of them was driven together by their opposition 
to an existential threat looming over their world. Yet what holds 
true for individuals also holds true for coalitions. “It’s not 
enough to be against something,” Iron Man tells Cap. “You have 
to be for something better.” Once the Avengers do join forces, 
they find common causes beyond the defeat of Thanos (Josh 
Brolin). Perhaps because they learn how to travel through time 
— better not to ask — they understand they are defending not 
just the present world, but also a future world. As the brilliant 
scientist Hank Pym (Michael Douglas) tells Ant Man (Paul Rudd), 
“It’s not about saving our world. It’s about saving theirs”—
namely, the generations to come.

Clearly, the end of Thanos is not the end of the story. Once he is 
gone, other crises begin to crackle and pop. Take the 
environment. While Thanos was a sociopath, he was a sociopath 
with a cause. He decided to wipe out half of the universe’s living 
creatures because of the threat posed by growing populations, 
growing pollution and growing scarcity of resources. While few 
Avengers fans think this solution a good one, most also think 
the problem poses no less an existential threat than did the 
lunatic who “solved” it by snapping his fingers.

The real solution is instead found in collective action based on 
the common good. But the good resides not just in the end we 
seek, but that we seek it as a coalition. In other words, we learn 
that acting collectively is as much a desirable end as it is a 
necessary means. This is especially true when those who form
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this coalition hail from different planets and represent 
different life forms, ranging from talking trees and walking 
rock piles to blue-skinned humanoids and thin-skinned 
raccoons. 

The current coalition in the state of Israel is far less fantastical 
than the one in the state of Marvel. This might or might not be 
cause for optimism. Yet, while one does not know how this 
story will end, many of us do know what T’Challa (Chadwick 
Boseman) knew: “In times of crisis, the wise build bridges, 
while the foolish build barriers. We must find a way to look 
after one another, as if we were one single tribe.”

_

Robert Zaretsky teaches at the University of Houston. His latest book 

is “The Subversive Simone Weil: A Life in Five Ideas.” He is a 

contributing culture columnist at the Forward.

Culture

Stephen Tobolowsky has a 
Talmud story to tell you
By PJ Grisar

For over a decade Stephen Tobolowsky has been sharing 
stories. Have you heard the one about his Talmud collection?

The 70-year-old actor, known for his turns as a folksy 
insurance salesman in “Groundhog Day” and a hapless tech 
sociopath in “Silicon Valley,” has written two books, hosts a 
podcast and is now debuting an audio play chronicling his 
friendship with a Holocaust survivor and his own journey of 
grief. Produced by LA Theatre Works, it’s called “A Good Day 
at Auschwitz,” and is in fact unsparing when it comes to the 
many, many bad days. The show is just one part of a late 
onset spiritual development in a life whose arc he likens to the 
Five Books of Moses. In explaining it, he started with his own 
origins, or “Genesis.”

Tobolowsky grew up in the Oak Cliff neighborhood of Dallas. 
His grandfather was one of the founders of the city’s 
Orthodox Congregation Tiferit Israel. But his religious 
observance didn’t match that pedigree.

“We weren’t even really Reform,” Tobolowsky tells me from 
his home in Los Angeles. “There were members of the Nazi 
party — I mean the people who paid the dues, who took 
Stormtrooper magazine, who had a bust of Adolf Hitler in their 
den and German flags. There were more people like that in my 
community than there were Jews.”

Photo by David Carlson
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His parents were very wary of antisemitism, and so they kept a 
low profile when it came to outward shows of faith. When 
Tobolowsky moved to LA, he promised his mother he’d go to 
shul. It wasn’t until the ‘90s when he really made good on the 
promise — what he calls a “Leviticus moment” of midcourse 
direction, urged on by fellow actor Larry Miller. Tobolowsky
started learning from a rabbi operating out of a house in Studio 
City, studying the Torah scroll’s letters on the bimah on days 
when there wasn’t a minyan.

In 2007, catastrophe struck. Tobolowsky’s mother died and 
saying Kaddish became his daily ritual at Adat Ari El in North 
Hollywood. One morning an 80-something-year-old guy 
shuffled up to him. He guessed Tobolowsky was there for his 
mother just from the way he said Kaddish. That encounter grew 
to a years-long friendship between Tobolowsky and the man, 
Abe Sarna, who survived three years in Auschwitz and regularly 
plied Tobolowsky with early morning shots of Canadian Club 
and stories. The stories were often bawdy, sometimes chilling 
with their insight into human cruelty and surprising in their 
demonstrations of kindness in the midst of wholesale murder.

“A Good Day at Auschwitz,” which had a previous life on two 
episodes of Tobolowsky’s podcast and chapters in his 2017 book 
on faith, “Adventures with God,” follows Sarna’s remembrances 
of the death camp and his youth in a small town in Poland. But 
while Sarna’s life is remarkable — and he’s wonderfully rendered 
by veteran actor Alan Mandell — casual fans of Tobolowsky
might be struck by just how Jewish the play is. In it, the actor-
writer, who portrays himself, unpacks the meaning of the 
word “tzedakah” and cites Barry Holtz of the Jewish Theological 
Seminary. When he came on my Zoom screen it all clicked.

Framed by huge, voiceover-grade headphones and a tad 
obscured by the windscreen of his microphone (a “high 
mediocre” audio setup), Tobolowsky was also backed by books. 
Dark-spined books that I suspected, and later confirmed, were 
books of Talmud and Midrash and chumashim. He started 
reading Talmud around 2008, after falling off a horse in a strong 
gust of wind near an active volcano in Iceland, causing what 
was referred to, quite ludicrously, by a doctor as “a fatal injury,” 
a neck broken in five places.

With his trademark zeal, propelled by gasps over the wonder of 
the “box of jewels” that is his heritage, he pulled out a volume 
of the Commentators’ Bible (“the Reader’s Digest of Wisdom”). 
Right now he loves an exegesis of Nachmanides on the first 
word in Exodus.

“It’s mind boggling, the inner stories of stories,” Tobolowsky
said, “but you know, you wouldn’t know it without a scorecard.”

At times, it was hard to keep up with Tobolowsky’s own stories. 
He’d circle back and wonder how he got from point A to B, but 
seemed very excited to be picking up a Jewish theme. He loved 

telling me about his recently wrapped film, “Stay@Home,” a 
comedy by director and pop punk idol L.E. Staiman, who is 
Orthodox. Tobolowsky marveled at how the devout production 
staff “started smoking doobies around lunchtime” and kept a 
rare Shabbat-observant set.

That story of shomer production and kosher weed quickly 
careened into one in which Tobolowsky spoke of pulling a 
reverse Sandy Koufax, working on Yom Kippur to finish a 
complicated season finale of the rebooted “One Day at a Time,” 
a beloved sitcom that was regularly under threat of being 
cancelled. When he decided to come in to shoot, Norman Lear 
hugged him and they traded tales of Yom Kippurs past.

With Sarna, Tobolowsky was in the position of chronicler, taking 
notes as his drinking and poker buddy held forth about his the 
ghetto, the judenrat, the “bastards” who killed because they 
could and the unexpected love he found in the camp. For once 
Tobolowsky wasn’t the biggest character in the room. In fact, 
for a time in their acquaintance he couldn’t even speak due to a 
vocal cord injury that required surgery.

“He loved it when I couldn’t talk,” Tobolowsky said. “Then he 
had the full stage.”

Tobolowsky, referring to the Five Book-structure of our lives, 
locates Abe’s experience in the Book of Numbers, with love and 
loss. But in sharing it with the world, he’s doing the work of 
Deuteronomy, sharing the story with the next generation and 
an act of remembrance.

While recording the play had its challenges — he and Mandell 
weren’t even in the same room for audio considerations, not 
COVID ones — collecting memories from Sarna was easy. Yet 
the ending only came to Tobolowsky after Sarna passed away in 
2010.

During one of their first lunches together, Abe told a story about 
a tallis two men found in the woods and each argued over who 
should keep it based on who gave more money to the shul or 
who studied more Torah. He asked Tobolowsky if he knew who 
got it, not knowing it himself.

Over a year later, Tobolowsky would learn that Sarna first heard 
this story in cheder the day the Nazis invaded. His teacher 
rushed out and they never finished the lesson.

One day Tobolowksy found this exact story in the Talmud. He 
had his answer and his ending. And all of it came out of chance.

“It is amazing,” he said. “And accidental! If it hadn’t been for 
catastrophe, it wouldn’t have happened.”

_
PJ Grisar is the Forward’s culture reporter. He can be reached 

at Grisar@Forward.com .
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Was I wrong to offer my new employee time off for the 
Jewish holiday?
By Shira Telushkin

Bintel Brief

From its start in 1906, A Bintel Brief was a pillar of the Forward, 
helping generations of Jewish immigrants learn how to be 
American. Now our columnists are helping people navigate the 
complexities of being Jewish in 2021. Send questions to 
bintel@forward.com. 

Dear Bintel,

I know there is nothing to do now, but I still feel really uneasy 
about an interaction I had at work a few weeks ago. A new 
employee had just been hired to my team, remotely. The entire 
interview process had been through video calls, so less rapport 
than you might develop in person but we had some sense of 
one another (I jumped into the final stage interviews, since I 
would be her manager). She was hired and officially started the 
week before Shavuot.

I’m not Jewish, but I went to college in a very Jewish area and 
have many colleagues and friends who are quite observant, so 
I feel I have a good sense of cultural markers. My new 
employee has a pretty traditional Jewish name (think Rivkah
Cohen, though it’s not that), and she seems to cover her hair 
with scarves and only wear tops with more conservative 
sleeves and necklines. I assumed she was an observant Jew, 
just based on that.

As her manager, I didn’t want her to worry about taking time 
off so soon into starting, so I welcomed her to the team and 
offered that she take the Monday off, for Shavuot. Then things 
got weird: She asked me what I meant. I said the Jewish 
holiday. She sort of laughed for a moment and then said no 
thank you, but also as if she didn’t know what I was talking 
about. I realized I had badly misread the situation and 
backtracked, but it was really uncomfortable. Did I screw up?

Signed,
Be Gentile With Me

Dear Gentile,

Your instinct was a good one, and kind. If she was a traditionally 
observant Jew, then she would have had to request time off 
anyway, and your offer could have given her assurance that you 
wouldn’t resent the request. If she was part of an observant 
community but with enough personal flexibility in her own 
practice that she wouldn’t want to lose a job over taking time 
off work, or even to make a bad impression, then your offer 
would have given her ease of mind. You had enough clues that 

it makes sense why you thought she might need the holiday off.

In that sense, I don’t think you screwed up, exactly, though it 
sounds like your assumptions might have been incomplete, and 
you relied too much on the presumption of a warm relationship 
right off the bat.

A few things could have been going on:

Maybe she has an Israeli parent but is otherwise secular (and 
covers her hair for reasons unrelated to Jewish observance). 
Lots of Israelis have Hebrew names that in the United States 
might be read as religious. Maybe you mispronounced Shavuot 
in a way that made her not sure what you meant, and she was 
just being politely evasive in the moment. Maybe she is 
transitioning out of an observant lifestyle, and was surprised to 
have to confront this personal choice with her manager at work.

Maybe she isn’t even Jewish. I don’t know what the actual name 
is, but I knew a non-Jewish Rivkah in graduate school (the name 
is close to the Slavic version of Rebecca). Your new employee 
could cover her hair for many reasons, enjoy wearing more 
modest tops, and be named after her mother’s Jewish childhood 
friend or something, but not be Jewish herself. Lots of plausible 
stories don’t involve her being an observant Jewish person.

Your intentions were good, but there is value in not presuming 
to know the needs of a new employee with that much 
specificity. Your same goal can be accomplished with a broader, 
vaguer statement. You could have said something like, 
“Welcome to the team! Here is lots of orientation information. 
We’re also very accommodating of religious practice, so if you 
need time off for a holiday or have food requirements or 
anything else big or small, just let me know. I know it can 
sometimes be hard to ask for accommodations right off the bat, 
but we’re eager to meet those needs.”

This would have put the ball back in her court. There is no 
reason to think she’s so fragile that she still would have 
hesitated to ask for the time if she wanted it.

When we have close friends from other communities, our 
“insider baseball” knowledge about that community is often 
expressed in a warm, friendly, appreciative atmosphere, where 
we are socially rewarded for our unusually high degree of 
insider knowledge.

I can easily imagine how when a group of Jewish friends from 
college hang out with their non-Jewish friend who can 
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nonetheless drop Hebrew words mid-sentence, it’s fun. I know 
that when two social butterflies from different religious 
communities meet for the first time and realize they can share 
very particular experiences with one another, they often find 
that fun. Lots of people embedded in thick social communities 
enjoy encountering others who have picked up on their way of 
life, and bonding over that. 

Not everyone does, however, and not always at work. I think 
you were caught off guard because you assumed your insider 
knowledge would be appreciated, like it has been in the past, 
and you are surprised at how badly you seem to have misread 
the situation. Maybe even a little embarrassed.

Whatever it is, you were not wrong to think that it was likely she 

observed the Jewish holiday, but assuming you could then 
proceed with total certainty was a misstep. Even Jews who 
come off as clearly Orthodox can appreciate being given the 
chance to set their own needs and practices.

In the future, be clear with all employees how accommodating 
you are of religious practice, and then let the employees share 
their needs with you. This also has the advantage of ensuring 
you are not screening out Ashley in the sleeveless top, who 
might actually need the time off as an observant Jew.

_
Shira Telushkin lives in Brooklyn, where she writes on religion, fashion, 
and culture for a variety of publications. She is currently finishing a book 
on monastic intrigue in modern America. Got a question? Send it to 
bintel@forward.com.
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